
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a product manager analyst. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for product manager analyst

Business Analysis, gathering and documenting business requirement and
solutions
Ensuring quality and value to the resources available and how we can use
them to their fullest potential
Ensuring all solutions will deliver into the future based expected growth and
load through peak trade
Analyze large, data sets representing the behavior of digital product users to
provides insights about user actions that lead to conversions – attribution
models, path analysis, cohort analysis, conversion analytics, etc
Support Multivariate and A/B testing by exposing core insights from the data
to suggest, create and execute multivariate or a/b/c tests that drive
fundamental improvements to the site experience
Ability to calculate various metrics and changes to customer behaviors based
on new product releases
Develop frameworks, models, tools, and processes to institutionalize findings
and develop communication (presentations, visual diagrams, process maps, )
documenting current state frame up issues and options for consideration
Leverage real-time insights to provide advice to the Digital product teams to
inform product development, you will also liase with digital product teams to
identify and act on opportunities identified insights and analytics
Identifying use cases based on activities and needs of the Digital Product
teams
In this role you will consult with digital team leaders to identify new tools and
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in driving the data strategy in the Online Channel by identifying gaps in the
data capture strategy and collaboratively implement enhancements

Qualifications for product manager analyst

Understanding of the lifecycle of a trade and collateral processing
Fluency with all MS Office tools, including Visio
5 – 7 years of progressive experience in the financial services industry
CFA is a definite asset
Proficiency in MS Office (Excel, Word, and PowerPoint) is a requirement
Possess a facility for understanding and finding new systems solutions to
enhance the team’s research capability


